Twenty One Books Every Bennington Student Must Read Immediately!

Handpicked for us by Davy Rothbart, Creator and Editor of Found Magazine, author, & contributor on This American Life.

The 21 Balloons by William Peñe Dubois

Into the Dream by William Sleator

No One Belongs Here More Than You by Miranda July

Sightseeing by Rattawut Lapcharoensap

Clumsy by Jeffrey Brown

The Basketball Diaries by Jim Carroll

The Adderall Diaries by Stephen Elliot

The Combination by Ashley Nelson

This Is Our War edited by Devin Friedman

The Watsons Go to Birmingham -1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis

Stealing Buddha’s Dinner by Bich Nguyen

On The Road by Jack Kerouac

Methland by Nick Reding

The Last Shot by Darcy Frey

How to Rent A Negro by Damali Ayo

A Common Pornography by Kevin Sampsell

Burn Collector by Al Burian

Cometbus by Aaron Cometbus

Please Don’t Come Back from the Moon by Dean Bakopoulos

The Skeptical Juror and the Trial of Byron Case by John Allen

Saguaro by Carson Mell